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A steady state model of the NuScale reactor has been built using the thermal

hydraulic module CESAR of the severe accident code ASTEC. Construction of

themodel was achieved through iterations based on convergence towards data

provided by NuScale pertaining to important operating properties—core

temperatures, coolant mass flow rate and secondary steam temperature—at

100% power (160 MW) and also at lower power levels. Good agreement with

reference values was achieved to within 3% deviation. With a similar

methodology, the previous model was adjusted to give a second steady

state model meant to provide conservative initial conditions from which a

turbine trip transient simulation would be performed. Sound agreement with

literature was achieved, with maximum deviations of less than 1.8% for

monitored parameters. Lastly, a turbine trip transient was simulated and

compared to reference data from analyses performed with NRELAP5 and

RELAP5/SCDAPSIM. The most important system behaviors and event timings

are well captured and reproduced, with discrepancies arising from inevitable

estimates made due to lack of information.
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1 Introduction

Classification of small modular reactors (SMRs) often includes reactors with a power

rating within 10–300 MWe, a range sufficient for practical applications and adequately

low to reap the advantages of convenient production and implementation. The modular

design means the nuclear steam supply system could be assembled from smaller

components possibly of standardized designs manufactured in fixed locations before

being transported to the desired site of construction. In contrast, the equivalent process
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for conventional large reactors is often performed on-site, leading

to larger upfront costs and longer deployment periods.

One class of SMRs being developed comprises pressurized

water reactors (PWRs), essentially scaled-down versions of

conventional PWRs, that are able to utilize existing knowledge

of such systems and phenomena concerning two-phase water

flow. A particular design of such SMRs known as integral PWRs

(iPWRs) has garnered much interest for the fact that the steam

generators (SGs) fit into the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and

remove heat from the primary coolant without need for U-tubes

external to the overall cylindrical RPV geometry like in

traditional PWRs, thereby reducing the dimensions of the

system and contribute to the compactness of the design.

Another prominent characteristic is the use of natural

circulation versus forced convection to drive primary coolant

flow. Natural circulation is a well-recognized physical process

with regards to reactor passive safety which has become part of

the design philosophy of newer systems. A comprehensive

summary of the major ongoing pressurized water SMR

projects in the world is provided in various literature (IAEA,

2020; Ingersoll and Carelli, 2021).

The subject of study in this work is the NuScale iPWR that

produces 160 MWof thermal power and 50 MW electrical power

(thermal efficiency ~31%). Reactor dimensions are small since all

main components are housed in one RPV. Helical SG tubes are

“integrated” into the RPV of the primary circuit, coiling around

the riser and removing heat from primary coolant within the

downcomer region. More information is presented in the cited

certification application documents published by NuScale Power

LLC. Due to the integral design, possibility of large-break loss-of-

coolant accidents (LOCAs) is effectively eliminated, leaving

small-break LOCAs to be adequately dealt with by passive

safety systems. Core damage frequency is deemed to be lower

than existing light water reactors (LWRs) (NuScale Power LLC

2020a).

Passive safety is a prominent feature highlighted by the

manufacturer. In accordance with regulations by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC), the NuScale design has been

demonstrated to be capable of performing safety-related

functions without relying on AC power for 72 h after the

initiating event, of which a station blackout (SBO) is a typical

example scenario (NuScale Power LLC 2020d). Each NuScale

power module is placed in a large water pool that serves as the

ultimate heat sink (UHS) in design basis accidents (DBAs) where

a complete loss of AC power occurs. Heat is extracted from the

core by the SG secondary coolant as usual, flowing through the

valve-actuated decay heat removal system (DHRS) via natural

circulation, and finally exchanging heat with the UHS through

condenser tubes. Existence of the large UHS water inventory is

key to ensuring integrity of the core by continuous cooling

through boil-off for more than 30 days without operator

action, electric power or makeup water (NuScale Power LLC

2020e).

With a vast amount of information available on public

domain, NuScale serves as a suitable subject of study and

benchmark of different codes. Numerous studies have been

performed, ranging from overall steady-state and transient

characteristics using system codes (Yan et al., 2016; Skolik

et al., 2021) to specific phenomena related to natural

circulation, helical SG coils, boiling instabilities etc. with CFD

methods (Che et al., 2020), and combinations of these (Hoffer

et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2020).

CESAR has been used extensively for numerous PWRs such

as the French PWRs (Foucher et al., 2014), German KONVOI

(Gómez-García-Toraño et al., 2017), and for validation of

specific CESAR models (Gómez-García-Toraño et al., 2018;

Gómez-García-Toraño and Laborde, 2019), but full ASTEC

models of iPWRs are scarce. One such model had been

validated based on the IRIS reactor (Di Giuli 2014; Di Giuli

et al., 2015) but only the two-phase five-equation rather than six-

equation model had been applied. Compared to RELAP5 used by

multiple other works (Ricotti et al., 2002; Freitag 2018; Johnson

2021; Skolik 2021), the application of the relatively new ASTEC

code in the modelling of natural circulation in full systems, in

particular thermal hydraulics (TH) of primary coolant, has not

yet been examined extensively. The aim of this work is to conduct

a code-to-code comparison with RELAP5 and NRELAP5 (a

RELAP5-based code developed by NuScale) in order to have a

preliminary assessment of the ASTEC model from a user’s point

of view. This initial step lays the foundation for subsequent

construction of the full ASTEC NuScale model.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the

basic features of the ASTEC code and of the numerical model of

CESAR most relevant to this work, and subsequently how these

tools are used to build the steady-state and turbine trip transient

models. Section 3 lays out the parameters to yield the optimized

steady-state model and how it was validated. Finally, the main

results of the turbine trip transient simulation are discussed in

Section 4, ultimately showing that the ASTEC-CESAR model is

indeed comparable to reference data obtained with other system

codes.

2 Methodology

2.1 The ASTEC code and CESAR module

The most widely used system codes today are RELAP5

(RELAP5 Development Team 1995), TRACE (NRC, U.S.,

2010), ATHLET (Burwell et al., 1989) and CATHARE

(Bestion 1990), all of which were originally developed

specifically for LWRs to simulate and predict accident

phenomena therein. Concise descriptions and summaries of

these codes are available in literature (Petruzzi et al., 2008;

Bestion 1990; Bestion 2008; Bestion 2017). 1-D system codes

have the advantage of being computationally fast in simulating
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large-scale processes up to the entire plant but naturally lose

intricate 3-D effects that may be crucial. These issues are inherent

in severe accident (SA) codes such as MELCOR and ASTEC

(Accident Source Term Evaluation Code) as well, the latter of

which is used in the present work.

SA codes are made up of several modules (or “packages” in

MELCOR terminology), each responsible for simulating a

particular phase or group of coupled physical processes within

the long and complex sequence of events from normal operation

to core-melt and subsequent release of radionuclides.

Development of ASTEC was originally carried out by Institut

de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN, France) and

Gesellschaft für Anlagen und Reaktorsicherheit mbH (GRS,

Germany). The latest version is V2.2 released in 2021, with a

clear overview based on V2.1 available in public literature

(Chatelard et al., 2016).

2.2 Basic equations in CESAR

The ASTEC-CESAR module is responsible for simulation

of two-phase TH in PWR coolant systems, very much like the

above system codes. Its TH model is governed by the well-

known conservation equations of mass, momentum, and

energy for two-phase flow. Spatial discretization is done

with the finite volume method using a staggered grid

approach, where scalar variables are defined at the center

of each control volume while vector quantities are determined

at volume interfaces or junctions, using the donor cell (or

upwind) principle to calculate advective terms. Time

discretization is carried out with the first-order backward

difference scheme. This implicit time discretization strategy

enhances the numerical stability and yields a system that is

unconditionally stable for any time step Δt. Solution of

equations is performed with the Newton-Raphson method

(Zambaux 2021). This work uses the six-equation approach

for all cells in preparation for more complex transient

simulations. The basic conservation equations for each

phase k (liquid, gas) are described below.

The mass conservation equation reads

z

zt
(αkρk) + z

zz
(αkρk �uk) � Γk (1)

where αk, ρk, �uk and Γk are phasic void fraction, density, velocity,

and mass transfer rate respectively.

The momentum conservation equation reads

z

zt
(αkρk �uk) + z

zz
(αkρk �uk �uk) � − z

zz
(αkpk) + αkρkg + fwall,k

+Mk

(2)
where pk, g, fwall,k and Mk are respectively pressure, gravitational

acceleration, wall forces and additional terms that include

contributions from interfacial forces, pumps and virtual mass.

The wall forces comprise the commonly known friction and form

loss terms as follows:

fwall,k � 1
2
(LJPJ

SJ
ζfric,k + αkKform)ρk �uk| �uk| (3)

where LJ, PJ, SJ, ζfric,k and Kform (hereafter simplified as K) are

junction length, wetted perimeter, junction flow area, friction loss

coefficient and form loss coefficient respectively. The K

coefficients are often tuned to converge towards the desired

operating conditions, a long iteration process that is necessary

to capture the complex 3-D geometric effects in this 1-D averaged

approach. This problem is aggravated by the lack of design details

in this case.

The energy conservation equation reads

z

zt
(αkρkhk) + z

zz
(αkρkhk �uk) � z

zt
(αkpk) + ϕwall,k + ϕint,k + Γkhk

(4)
where hk, ϕwall,k and ϕint,k are enthalpy, wall heat transfer and

interfacial heat transfer respectively.

Heat exchange is described by solid wall components

comprising two half-walls, each for which the temperature

at the center is calculated. The temperature gradient between

the two temperature nodes leads to a diffusive flux through

the surface common to both half-walls. The other surface of

each half-wall has a flux contribution that could originate

from an external source φext such as fuel, which implies a

defined boundary condition, or fluid φwall-fluid such as the SG

primary and secondary sides. The energy balance equation is

then

1
2
(Vρcp)wallzTi

zt
� −Awallλwall

zT

zx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣i − φwall−f luid,i + φext,i (5)

where V, ρ, cp, A and λ are respectively the volume, density,

specific heat capacity, surface area and thermal conductivity. The

temperature gradient is assumed linear from the external surface

of half-wall i to that of half-wall j as follows

zT

zx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣i �
Ti − Tj

wall thickness
(6)

and x has been used in the equation to emphasize that it is

perpendicular to flow in the z-axis. The wall-fluid flux is derived

from complex models correlating heat transfer coefficients with

void fraction, phase thermal conductivities, and flow properties

characterized by the Reynolds, Grashof, Nusselt and Prandtl

numbers. Based on these properties, a heat transfer coefficient is

calculated corresponding to one of the four flow types: laminar

natural convection, turbulent natural convection, laminar forced

convection, and turbulent forced convection. Specific equations

are not provided but the reader may refer to a largely

representative description provided in the CATHARE models

(Bestion 1990).
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2.3 NuScale reactor model nodalization

Preservation of coolant fluid dimensions was of priority

when nodalizing the system, carried out based on the

individual component heights, flow areas and fluid volumes,

adhering as closely as possible to reference values (NuScale

Power LLC 2020b; Guo et al., 2022). It is important to ensure

that component heights are consistent since they significantly

influence pressure differences due to gravity and resultant natural

circulation. In heated sections such as the core and SG region,

fluid volume is crucial as well, since it directly impacts the

temperature changes corresponding to total enthalpy transferred.

Figure 1 from NuScale documentation (NuScale Power LLC

2020a) is a schematic of the RPV and flow of coolant under normal

operating conditions included in Table 1, while Figure 2 illustrates

the CESAR nodalization where the primary circuit follows the flow

in Figure 1 and the secondary circuit with the reactor pool for DHRS

operation. Natural circulation in the primary loop is initiated by fuel

rods generating 160MW at 100% nominal power along the 2.0-m-

tall active core region, represented by red wall components and red

single-headed arrows in the figure.

The blue arrows (junctions) show heated coolant rising through

the respective volumes to the upper plenum before turning

downwards through the SG region and downcomer, and finally

re-entering the core after turning through the lower plenum. In

normal operation, the primary loop is cooled via heat exchange (red

double-headed arrows) through the SG wall with the secondary loop,

which comprises a pumped feedwater source whose flow rate is a

boundary condition to the problem, and superheated steam enters

the turbine through themain steam isolation valve (MSIV) where the

outlet pressure is another boundary condition. Two actuation valves

connect the secondary line to theDHRS, in order to simulate accident

scenarios where the system is available to provide passive cooling.

Primary pressure is maintained by the pressurizer, which is

modelled by CESAR as a fluid volume of water and steam at

saturation with a spray system to remove enthalpy and raise the

water level when pressure and void fraction exceed an upper limit,

and a heater system to provide enthalpy and lower the water level

when pressure and void fraction drop below a lower limit. Reactor

safety valves (RSVs) serve as an overpressure protection, like in the

NuScale design. For each valve the user defines the maximum flow

area, activation pressure and pressure range over which the valve is

gradually opened. No flow arrow is included in Figure 2 between the

Pressurizer and Upper Plenum Turn volumes because heat

exchange is intentionally limited—just as in the actual design

where a baffle plate with holes separates the two regions—while

allowing pressure changes to be communicated quickly from the

pressurizer to the entire system. In CESAR, two form loss

coefficients are defined for each junction in both forward and

reverse directions. Defining a large value for this junction

achieves the intended pressurizer function described above.

2.4 Turbine trip transient model setup

As an initial test among themultiple possible design basis events

(DBEs), a turbine trip transient was simulated to assess the accuracy

FIGURE 1
Schematic of one NuScale power module (NuScale Power
LLC 2020a).

TABLE 1 Main properties of the NuScale reactor at full nominal power
(NuScale Power LLC 2020b).

Reactor property

Core thermal output 160 MWth

Nominal electrical output 50 MWe

No. of fuel assemblies (FAs) 37

FA configuration 17 × 17

No. of fuel rods (FRs) per FA 264

FR pitch 0.0126 m

FA height 2.44 m

No. of spacer grids per FA 5

Active fuel height 2.00 m

Primary operating pressure 12.8 MPa

Hot leg temperature 583 K

Cold leg temperature 531 K

Primary coolant mass flow rate 587 kg/s

SG type vertical helical tube

Secondary inlet temperature 422 K

Secondary outlet temperature 580 K

Secondary outlet pressure 3.45 MPa

Secondary coolant mass flow rate 67.1 kg/s
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and performance of the model. This transient was chosen for several

reasons. Firstly, its simplicity compared to other transients would

allow better identification of problems in the model. Secondly, it

involves operation of the crucial DHRS that is supposed to maintain

integrity of the plant for a long duration without human action,

making the test highly relevant to subsequent transient analyses.

Thirdly, a number of studies using system codes had already been

performed, including reference results published by NuScale (Skolik

et al., 2018a; Skolik et al., 2018b; NuScale Power LLC 2020f), which

can be used for comparison as well.

The turbine trip transient falls under the “decrease in heat

removal by the secondary system” group of DBEs and for it

NuScale had performed transient analysis based on a set of

conservative initial conditions. The first step was to modify

the steady-state CESAR model to converge towards these

conservative conditions. This means some of the form loss

coefficients and feedwater pump flow rate obtained in the

160 MW steady state described in Section 3 had to be

adjusted to cope with the increased input power of 163.2 MW

(2% higher). The process is largely similar to that for the original

steady state other than the exclusion of the lower power cases,

reducing the number of parameters to be considered during

iteration.

3 Steady state simulation

Several existing works using RELAP5 (Skolik et al., 2018a;

Hosseini et al., 2021) have achieved good agreement with

reference values at 100% power. However, data for lower

powers at 75%, 50% and 15% are also available in the

safety analysis report (NuScale Power LLC 2020c). To have

an improved confidence of the constructed CESAR steady-

state model, this work applies the optimization process to all

four power levels. The procedure taken was to adjust the form

loss coefficients K of each component. The final set of

parameters was selected through an iterative approach,

based on two criteria: 1) it has the lowest sum of root-

mean-square deviations of major reactor operating

quantities from reference values, i.e., core inlet

temperature, primary SG region inlet (hot leg) temperature,

core inlet-outlet temperature difference (ΔT), primary coolant

FIGURE 2
CESAR nodalization diagram of the NuScale system. Blue arrows show the expected coolant flow path under normal conditions; red arrows
represent heat transfer from the fuel in the active core and heat exchange through the SG and DHRS condenser tubes. Opening the DHRS actuation
valves forms a flow circuit cooled by the reactor pool via natural circulation.
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mass flow rate (MFR), and secondary steam outlet

temperature; 2) each deviation should not exceed 3%.

Summarized in Table 2 are the values obtained at the end

of the optimization process to achieve the final reactor

operating conditions in Table 3. Larger deviations at

160 and 24 MW exemplify the difficulty of achieving

convergence at all powers. In addition, a similar difficulty

is shown by the decreasing MFR and increasing ΔT deviations

in with reduction in power. This can be expected given the

balance between the volumetric heat generation rate _q‴ and

the product of coolant MFR _m, specific heat capacity cp and ΔT
at steady state

_q‴ � _mcpΔT (7)

The SG heat exchange area had to be drastically modified

from the stated physical value. Other works using RELAP5

(Hoffer et al., 2011; Skolik et al., 2021) had also found this

increase of 30% to be necessary for overall reactor quantities to fit

correct values. Severe deviation in this heat exchange region is

attributed to the need to compensate for 1-D simplification by

system codes of the complex geometry, flow, and heat exchange

in the once-through helical-coil SG region.

Adjustment of the secondary feedwater pumpMFR had to be

made but was kept minimal. One reason is that uncertainties of

the pump MFR are expected to be small since it is a relatively

standard component, and its operation should not evolve

drastically under normal conditions. Furthermore, changing

the pump MFR leads to large deviations especially at lower

powers.

Minimization of errors in regions like the core and SG

require higher-resolution CFDmodelling to better reflect local

flow and consequent energy exchange phenomena, instead of

arbitrary adjustment of the above system parameters to fit the

desired results. It is important to note that changing the

value of one parameter shifts the optimal values of others.

In fact, applying all ideal values does not produce overall

results that lie within 3% deviation. Covering a large span of

operating powers is hence critical for examining natural

circulation systems and for future work on accident

scenarios that usually involve inadvertent or intentional

power losses.

4 Turbine trip transient simulation

4.1 Conservative initial steady state
conditions

The final converged values for the steady state are

recorded in Table 4. Core power, feedwater temperature,

reactor pool temperature and RSV setpoint are boundary

conditions defined by the user in the code and hence should

TABLE 2 Form loss coefficients, secondary feedwaterMFR and SGheat
exchange area used in the optimized steady state model.

Form loss coefficients K

Core Bypass Riser SG primary Downcomer

3.5 0.16 0.1 1.6 0.2

Modified operating parameters

Feedwater MFR [kg/s] SG area [m2]

References 67.07 1,666

Model 68.95 (+2.8%) 2,165 (+30%)

TABLE 3 Deviation of core inlet (cold leg), primary SG region inlet (hot leg) and secondary steam temperatures, primary coolant mass flow rate, and
core inlet-outlet temperature difference from reference values at four power levels. Calculations are done in SI units, i.e., K for temperatures and
kg/s for MFR.

Power [MW] Cold leg
T [K]

Hot leg
T [K]

Steam T
[K]

Pri. MFR
[kg/s]

Core ΔT
[K]

160 References 531.3 583.2 574.8 587.0 55.4

Model 535.0 585.1 575.1 600.1 54.1

Error [%] +0.70 +0.32 +0.045 +2.2 −2.4

120 References 535.3 579.2 — 521.6 47.0

Model 534.3 577.6 — 530.6 47.0

Error [%] −0.19 −0.27 — +1.7 −0.031

80 References 539.9 574.5 — 443.7 36.9

Model 539.4 574.2 — 440.2 37.7

Error [%] −0.10 −0.048 — −0.80 +2.1

24 References 549.0 565.5 — 280.2 17.5

Model 556.8 573.2 — 271.8 17.7

Error [%] +1.4 +1.4 — −3.0 +0.66
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not differ from the reference values. From the table, the

adjusted model has generated sufficiently accurate

conditions, showing only small deviations in the average

primary coolant temperature, pressurizer pressure and

primary coolant MFR.

Corresponding to Table 4, the parameters used to attain the

desired initial transient model are listed in Table 5. Because of the

considerably lower primary MFR of 535.2 kg/s required (8.8%

decrease from 587.0 kg/s for steady state at 160 MW), the form

loss coefficients had to be raised significantly to provide adequate

pressure drops along the loop. All K values for primary-side

components were increased significantly by 68% from steady-

state values. This general scaling was done, instead of tuning each

K as before, to preserve the overall proportionality since the MFR

cannot be expected to be lower at a higher core power of

163.2 MW under natural circulation given the same

geometries unchanged from normal steady state. The

feedwater MFR was raised by 5.9%–71.01 kg/s, but this

includes the increase that would have been expected by design

to account for the 2% higher input power, which would otherwise

be 68.41 kg/s and lower the deviation to 3.8%. On the other hand,

the SG heat exchange area was kept the same as earlier.

4.2 Simulation results

From the conservative steady-state conditions obtained earlier,

simulation of the turbine trip transient was initiated by closing the

MSIV at t = 0. The immediate effect is an increase in secondary

pressure since the steam outlet is closed, reducing its heat removal

ability, and leading to increased primary pressure. The reactor trip

signal is triggered when primary pressure exceeds 13.79 MPa, with a

2-s delay before the trip is physically activated, followed by a sharp

drop in core thermal power described by Figure 3, start of feedwater

pump coast-down, and start of the 30-s wait before the DHRS

actuation valves are opened as shown by the sudden rise in DHRS

flow rate in Figure 4. The time taken for the feedwater pump to be

completely shut off was set to 14.0 s.

Table 6 shows the sequence of events reflecting the set delays

mentioned and the events dependent on evolution of physical

phenomena such as the time taken to reach the reactor trip high-

primary-pressure trigger and maximum primary pressure

attained during the transient. Comparison of the timings with

references in Table 7 shows no large differences. In fact, the

ASTEC model appears to reproduce the NRELAP5 data more

closely with regards to the time taken for the high primary

pressure that triggers the reactor trip signal to be reached, and

also the timing at which the maximum primary pressure is

reached is closer to the NRELAP5 time of 10.0 s at 13.8 s

compared to 15.0 s in the RELAP5 model.

To enable direct comparison with the other two reference

curves, the vertical axis has been limited to 10 kg/s, cutting off

part of the peak. The maximum MFR reached is about 45.8 kg/s,

in stark contrast to 5 kg/s and 8.5 kg/s in the RELAP5/

SCDAPSIM and NRELAP5 studies respectively. However, if

one considers that the peak width measured at 4 MW is about

50 s in the NRELAP5 analysis and less than 6 s in this CESAR

model, mass flowing through in both peaks is very similar. This

discrepancy could arise from the need to estimate information

such as the secondary component flow areas and DHRS

actuation valve orifice dimensions since they directly impact

the consequent maximum and stable DHRS MFR calculated.

Figures 5–8 display the evolution of main quantities during the

transient. Progression of the quantities calculated using RELAP5/

TABLE 4 Steady-state initial conditions for turbine trip transient generated by the CESAR model in comparison to reference NuScale values.

References (NuScale) ASTEC-CESAR Error [%]

Core power [MW] 163.2 163.2 0.0

Feedwater temperature [K] 427.6 427.6 0.0

Reactor pool temperature [K] 366.5 366.5 0.0

RSV lift setpoint [MPa] 14.73 14.73 0.0

Average RCS temp [K] 563.7 573.3 1.7

Primary coolant MFR [kg/s] 535.2 536.4 0.22

Pressurizer pressure [MPa] 13.24 13.38 1.1

SG pressure [MPa] 3.69 3.69 0.0

TABLE 5 Form loss coefficients, secondary feedwaterMFR and SGheat
exchange area used in the conservative steady state from which
the transient will be simulated. *The reference feedwater MFR here is
not provided by NuScale but increased by 2% from the steady-state
value of 67.07 kg/s, scaled linearly with the higher input power.

Form loss coefficients K

Core Bypass Riser SG primary Downcomer

5.88 0.27 0.17 2.7 0.34

Modified operating parameters

Feedwater MFR
[kg/s]

SG area [m2]

References *68.41 1,666

Model 71.01 (+3.8%) 2,165 (+30%)
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SCDAPSIM (Skolik et al., 2018b; Skolik 2021), NRELAP5 (NuScale

Power LLC 2020f) and ASTEC in this work generally agree. Primary

pressure (Figure 5) shows a steeper negative gradient than reference,

with the initially higher pressure dropping below reference values

after about 350 s, whereas secondary pressure (Figure 6) is

consistently higher than reference. Investigation of different

parameters (e.g., power-time profile, duration over which the

feedwater pump coasts down, starting time of feedwater pump

coast-down, DHRS actuation valve size) yield no simple way to

reconcile both pressures since events that tend to raise primary

pressure would have a similar effect on secondary pressure as well.

The ideal method would involve the exact component designs,

FIGURE 4
Turbine trip transient: DHRS total mass flow rate of both
liquid and vapor phases. This figure zooms in on values below
10 kg/s for direct comparison with references. Refer to text for
detailed discussion on the peak excluded from this figure.

FIGURE 3
Turbine trip transient: Evolution of core thermal power after
transient initiation. After reactor trip has been triggered, a 2.0-s
delay is implemented before the actual sharp power reduction
begins. Compared to the other two references, the thermal
power in the first 200 s in this work is set higher, before reaching
the same decay heat level.

TABLE 6 Sequence of events in the turbine trip transient simulated.
The initiating event occurs at time t = 0.0 s, causing a rise in
primary pressure sufficient to trigger the reactor trip. Events labelled
‘dependent’ are physical processes whose timing depend on the
system evolution, whereas the other events have user-defined
durations or delays relative to earlier events.

Time [s] Event

0.0 • Turbine trip initiated by closing the steam outlet and by
turning the pressurizer heater and spray systems off

• Feedwater pump MFR starts decreasing gradually over the
next 14.0 s

5.0 (dependent) • High pressurizer pressure limit of 13.79 MPa exceeded

• Reactor trip signal with 2.0-s delay triggered (but not
received yet)

7.0 • Reactor trip signal received

• Core thermal power starts decreasing to decay heat level,
following the References time profile; Power drops from
163.2 MW to 39.5 MW within the first 5.0 s, then reaches
decay heat level ~4.2 MW by ~840 s

• DHRS actuation valves completely open 30.0 s later

12.7
(dependent)

• Peak pressurizer pressure of 14.49 MPa reached

14.0 • Feedwater pump completely off

37.0 • DHRS actuation valves completely open abruptly (i.e., from
0% to 100%)

TABLE 7 Timing of events in the turbine trip transient simulated by
RELAP5/SCDAPSIM (Skolik et al., 2018b), NRELAP5 (NuScale
Power LLC 2020f) and ASTEC.

Event RELAP5/
SCDAPSIM [s]

NRELAP5 [s] ASTEC
[s]

Turbine trip initiated 0.0 0.0 0.0

Feedwater flow starts
to drop

0.0 0.0 0.0

Reactor trip triggered
by high pressurizer
pressure

6.0 5.0 5.0

Reactor trip signal
received

8.0 7.0 7.0

Peak primary
pressure

15.0 10.0 13.8

Feedwater pump off 14.0 14.0 14.0

DHRS actuation
valves open

36.0 35.0 37.0
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especially the heat exchange components like the SG that couples the

two separate coolant circuits and also the DHRS condenser that

couples the secondary side to the ultimate heat sink.

The primary coolant mass flow rate calculated with ASTEC

exhibits the same behavior as that with NRELAP5, most prominent

of which are the two large peaks followed by low-frequency

oscillations at a stable level, as plotted in Figure 7. This was not

well captured by the RELAP5/SCDAPSIM simulation. On the other

hand, both peaks in this work occur about 80 s earlier than the

NRELAP5 ones. The initial sharp drop also does not reach close to

zero as was exhibited by the reference analyses. This is related to the

slightly slower drop in power implemented in this study, as

previously described with Figure 3. Even though using a more

drastic power reduction would reproduce the initial MFR drop

better, the peaks would correspondingly be shifted to the left and the

stable MFR attained earlier as well. The final flow rate calculated in

all three studies show great agreement around 150 kg/s.

Lastly, the pressurizer level undergoes largely the same

absolute changes as reference, with the difference being the

fact that the initial level was slightly higher, as shown in

FIGURE 5
Turbine trip transient: Primary pressure.

FIGURE 6
Turbine trip transient: Secondary pressure.

FIGURE 7
Turbine trip transient: Primary coolant mass flow rate. CESAR
result generally follows that of NRELAP5 but appears shifted earlier
by approximately 80 s.

FIGURE 8
Turbine trip transient: Pressurizer water level.
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Figure 8. As compared to the RELAP5/SCDAPSIM result,

discrepancies are within 5% of the NRELAP5 results. It

should be noted that the pressurizer level is heavily dependent

upon the control volume setup from the beginning since the

exact position of the heaters and spray MFR need to be estimated

from limited information as well. As such, it is possible for the

pressurizer level to exhibit large differences without affecting its

modelling function of maintaining primary system pressure. The

only time it can pose problems is when trying to replicate the real

system where the spray has a minimumMFR even when pressure

is on the low end of the acceptable range. This means that if the

simulation is run long enough, the pressurizer becomes

completely filled and eventually the system pressure reaches

critical temperature and pressure. To circumvent this, the

minimum spray MFR is set to zero and pressure limits

modified to prevent unrealistic over-filling of the pressurizer.

5 Conclusion

A steady state model of the NuScale iPWR has been set up with

the TH module of the ASTEC code. An improvement to existing

works has beenmade with regards to its accuracy from low (15%) to

full nominal power, results of which served as a guide for iteration

towards a best-fitting model and could be used in modelling of

similar reactor designs. Good agreement of reactor operating

conditions at all power levels with reference data to within 3%

deviation was deemed sufficient to verify the accuracy of the model.

With largely the samemethodology, a second steady statemodel was

constructed by modifying the previous one to generate conservative

initial conditions from which a turbine trip transient simulation

would be performed. Deviations from reference data were small,

with those of primary coolant average temperature and mass flow

rate reaching 1.7% and 0.22% respectively, while pressurizer

pressure differed by only 1.1%.

The second steady state model enables subsequently a range

of transient scenarios to be studied. This steady state was then

used for simulation of a turbine trip transient, and results showed

good agreement with NuScale NRELAP5 analyses pertaining

mainly to evolution of system pressures and mass flow rates.

Further work remains to be done as inherent uncertainties of

such system models in complex regions like the core and SG rely

on CFD modelling to be minimized, and simulation of other

DBEs to validate the applicability of this model.
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